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My name is Cassie and you may have stumbled upon
my Instagram or TikTok videos, but in case you
haven’t let me introduce myself.

I am a sex positive, feminist, LGBTQIA+ ally who
enjoys reading every type of smutty book - from slow
burn and mafia romances to straight up gingerbread
man erotica — but what I’m known for is reading the
extremely weird/off the wall ones (think…
clippy/door/flamingo shifter/coronavirus/etc.)

I support indie authors and love to interact with the
bookstagram/booktok communities. There is no room
for disparagement of books, authors, or readers on
my pages. Reading is reading!

In addition to being a book nerd, I have over 20 years
of experience in the event industry ranging from event
photography, service roles, and corporate conference
and fundraising management. The years of
professional event and meeting planning experience I
have mean that this convention has been planned
down to the last detail. I love events and I love books -
bringing the two together for an epic event is my
ultimate goal!

Who is Unfortunate Reads?

This event is the first of its kind bringing
“monsterfudgers” from all over the country together.
If you have been on Booktok lately, you know that
“smut” has recently taken off in popularity. Though
there are myriad book conventions out there, there
were none that strictly focused on
monster/alien/sentient object/etc romance and
erotica.

Many of these authors attend other conventions but it
can be extremely awkward try to pitch a book about a
woman being railed by a kraken when the reader only
reads closed door rom-coms. I saw a need for a safe
and fun space for everyone who enjoys reading and
writing these stories and thus Monsterotica was born!
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